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oh hello there

Planning a destination wedding
that looks and feels unique to you
can be a challenge – as can be
finding the right suppliers, the
ones that will make your journey
stress-free and your day fabulous.
The aim of this guide is to provide
you with some honest advice and
joyful inspiration, and hopefully
help to relieve some of the
pressure that you may be feeling.

You deserve nothing less than
magic - a wedding day that you and
your guests will remember forever,
and that you will fall in love with
over and over again.

YOU GOT THIS
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My name is Valentina and I’m a wedding
and elopement planner & stylist.

My name is Manon and I’m a wedding &
elopement photographer.

My name is Sarah and I’m a wedding
cake & dessert designer.

www.thestarsinside.com

www.manonpauffin.com

www.avantgardecakestudio.co.uk

http://www.thestarsinside.com/
https://manonpauffin.com/
https://avantgardecakestudio.co.uk/


wedding planning tips



tips from Valentina
Planning a destination wedding can seem like a daunting prospect –
but it’s immensely rewarding, and for many couples is a wonderful way
of honouring their passion for travel and adventure.

They can be a little bit more complex to organise of course, depending
on where you go – with admin in multiple languages, time delays,
cultural differences, and the distance making it harder to visit venues
or meet suppliers; BUT they are absolute worth that extra patience
and logistics. It’s like a holiday and a wedding all in one – which
creates an experience for you and your guests that is even more
exciting, personal, and memorable.

If you're considering a destination wedding, definitely open that map
up wide and think about all the different corners of our beautiful
planet – follow the compass of YOUR excitement.

My advice would be to choose a place that is important to you in some
way – somewhere linked to a fond memory, a bucket list location, or
an embodiment of the passions and hobbies you share as a couple.
Enjoying that travel experience with your loved ones will make the
celebration all the more unforgettable!



a wedding as unique as you are

Private rentals (like AirBnb Luxury or Unique Homestays) and

boutique hotels are great for hosting a more personal

experience: my go-to places to discover new venues abroad

for weddings are Small Luxury Hotels of the World, Mr and

Mrs Smith, Suitcase Magazine, Great Small Hotels, and Conde

Nast Traveller. If your guest list is small, think outside the box

about where you host each part of the celebration, and

consider whether you can use any overlooked spaces or areas

that may not normally be used for weddings.

If you’re opting for a destination wedding, choosing a venue

with enough accommodation for all your guests to stay

together is easier when your guest list is smaller, and is a

wonderful way to ensure the experience is extra magical.

There is just something about the complicity and intimacy of

exploring a place together that will make you all feel

emotionally closer and more present.

https://www.airbnb.co.uk/luxury
https://www.uniquehomestays.com/
https://slh.com/
https://www.mrandmrssmith.com/
https://suitcasemag.com/
https://www.greatsmallhotels.com/
https://www.cntraveller.com/?international


top tips for a destination wedding
When it comes to budgeting, spend smarter by choosing native,

seasonal flowers and local ingredients. Not only will this allow

you to save money (to invest elsewhere if you wish!) - it will also

infuse your wedding with the scents, flavours, and colours of the

beautiful country you've chosen.

For your stationery, make sure you give your guests plenty of

notice, particularly for larger guest lists. Give your nearest and

dearest time to calculate if they can afford to travel to your

wedding, to book holidays from work, and to get excited about

exploring with you! My advice is to send your save-the-dates out

as soon as you know your date and location, and then to send

your invitations around 4-6 months before your wedding.

You may experience some delay and obstacles when planning a destination wedding: for example,

some places are more laid-back when it comes to the speed of email communication, or the concept of

wedding contracts and invoices can be a little unfamiliar in some countries. Don't despair! The key is

keep your communication open, honest, and clear, and to set expectations when explaining to your

suppliers what it is that you are looking for from them. I would recommend giving yourself a little bit

of extra planning time if you're having your wedding celebrations abroad, just so you can enjoy the

process, embrace the culture, and not feel pressured or panicked when progress is slow or difficult.



your I dos
For your ceremony, you have two options: either a
ceremony that is itself legally-binding, meaning that
your wedding day is the day you legally become married,
or separating the two so that the legal part happens on a
different day/place than your ceremony.

Many couples love the idea of the ceremony being THE actual
legal part, which is wonderful – but the key thing to note is
that this usually means limiting where and how the ceremony
can take place. Legally-binding ceremonies are typically
either civil or religious, and each country will have different
eligibility criteria, different steps/timescales to be aware of
for each of these, and different rules about which locations
are licensed for these kind of ceremonies. If on the other hand
you want total freedom to choose who officiates your
ceremony, what you say during your vows, and where you
have your ceremony (like in the middle of a forest!), then a
symbolic ceremony is the way forward. You will have a lot
more control over how to personalise this, and many fewer
restrictions when it comes to how the ceremony unfolds. In
order to also be legally married, you would simply do your
legally-binding steps separately – for example, in the UK you
can sign the paperwork in a local registry office or town hall.
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wedding photography tips



tips from Manon

Time passes faster than you think and your wedding day goes by
in a blur. I believe that you deserve photos that capture who you
are, the emotions and your love story in a truthful, effortless
way so that you never forget your wedding or the way you felt.
Your wedding photos are not just another “wedding cost”.
They’re an investment in YOU.

So how can you make sure your photos truly capture the
essence of your destination wedding?

Choose a wedding photographer you trust and whose work
you love. I truly believe everyone can look great in photos as
long as they’re comfortable and having a good time. Your
wedding photographer will be with you all day long and your
photos will forever be attached to the way you felt so it’s
important you choose someone you get along with. Have a
chat with your photographer before booking, whether it’s in
person or via video call. This will give you a good idea of
whether you’re a good fit or not. The Answer Is Simple: to
get beautiful, natural wedding photos you need a
photographer who cares and who will take the time to get to
know you BEFORE your wedding. Personally, I believe that
it’s my job to create a space where you feel comfortable and
you can be yourselves, unapologetically.

1.



photos that you actually love
Consider the light. The light sets the mood, both in real life for
your guests and later on in the photographs. If you’ve booked a
great wedding photographer, I’m sure they will have already
thought of this and perhaps even mentioned it to you. When
planning your wedding timeline take into account the sunrise and
sunset time as well as when the sun’s culmination time. This will
vary depending on where you are in the world and the time of the
year, you can search it easily on Google or download an app on
your phone, my favourite is Sun Seeker. When the sun is at it’s
highest, the light is very harsh whereas late afternoon light is
much softer and more flattering on photos. When it comes to
indoor lighting, your wedding planner can help you choose but it’s
always good to remember that the camera needs a lot more light
than the human eye to be able to see.

Golden hour or magic hour. Golden hour is the period of time
shortly after sunrise or before sunset where the light has a lovely
golden honey colour. The time will vary depending on where you
are and what time of year it is but broadly speaking it’s usually one
hour before sunset. Golden hour allows us to create magical
photos with a warm summer feel which is one of the reasons why I
ask my couples to set aside ten to fifteen minutes for couple
photos during this time. The second reason is that by this point
you’re usually more relaxed. It’s also a great time to sneak away
from everyone and spend some time together to reconnect.

2.

3.

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/sun-seeker-tracker-compass/id330247123
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Explore the surrounding area. It can be really nice on your wedding day to escape for a little
while to spend some time just the two of you, this is also a great time for your photographer
to tag along and do couple portraits. Couple portraits are an opportunity to create
photographs that are different and unique to you. If there’s an unusual landmark, a beautiful
view or a striking building nearby, it might be worth setting some time aside to take photos
there. You could do this on your wedding day or the following day if you’d prefer to have
more time. Exploring the surrounding area is a great way of incorporating local features into
your wedding photos and really capturing that destination wedding vibe.

Late afternoon ceremony. When getting married in sunnier countries, it’s also worth holding
your wedding ceremony later in the day. This will not only mean the light will be softer and
you’ll get better wedding photos but it’s also a good way of avoiding your guests getting
heatstroke! Remember that a lot of European countries like Spain and Greece have fewer
restrictions on what time to end the party so having the ceremony slightly later doesn’t
always mean a shorter wedding day. Of course, this is a very personal decision and you should
do what’s right for you depending on your priorities for the day.

Work on your timeline with your photographer. It’s always a good idea to run your timeline
past your wedding photographer as we usually bring a different perspective on things.
Personally, I always work very closely with my couples to find a timeline that works for them
whilst being mindful of how long we need to take photos as well as considering the light. This
is why building a trusted team of wedding suppliers will make a world of difference to your
planning journey.

4.

5.

6.
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wedding cake tips



tips from Sarah
Your story is unique – so why shouldn’t your wedding be too?
Your celebration is a reflection of your lives intertwining. Same
goes with your cakes – as a significant part of your wedding, they
should echo who you are, as well as what and who you love.

People sometimes feel that because they’re having a small
wedding, it doesn’t make sense to splurge and they should
stick to a very tight budget and not go for all the things they
want to go for. The reality is - your wedding should be the day
it is because YOU want it to be that way. So you should keep
the number on the guest list and the list of what YOU want
separate - they have nothing to do with one other.

Write down what’s important to you - the great thing about
destination weddings is that a lot of the times, you end up
with a shorter guest list and you can therefore spend more
per head, rather than spreading a budget over a lot of people.
You can actually treat yourself and treat your guests!

Look at what you’re planning and see where you can add little
magical bits. Is it when you will be greeting your guests? After
the ceremony? The next day? Make sure that you spread the
joy and think of all the little touches you can add to make your
experience as well as your guests’ the best possible.
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for them in their room in a welcome box, with a cocktail or a drink that you like. What better
way to ensure that they get into a celebratory mood after their journey, than surprise cake!

Your prep in the morning is such a special moment, whether you are alone, together as a
couple, or with your friends and wedding party. It’s the time when excitement builds up, but it’s
also a moment during which a lot of people forget one of their basic needs, like drinking and
eating - and you end up not daring to eat once your make up and dress are on. When you start
the day and start gathering everyone in the prep room, make sure you have drinks and food to
hand - it will contribute to the very special atmosphere and will prevent you and your guests
going hungry too.

Another way to create lifelong memories of your wedding, for yourself and for your guests, is to
offer them an immersive dessert experience - not just a cake, but cake and desserts, on a
beautifully styled table! Not just centrepieces, but a stunning floral installation in front of which
you can have your photos taken too.

For destination weddings, you can incorporate local elements to your cake table, whether they
are flavours that are typical of the area; a plant that is grown there, or that is popular; or
decorative - colours, native flowers and foliage, from the traditions and folklore - there are a
lots of stunning ways to respectfully celebrate the culture surrounding you.

You can be fully happy with your choice of a destination wedding and still want to make people
who couldn’t attend, or weren’t invited, feel special. What about arranging to send them cake
slices to arrive on your wedding day, so they are still part of the celebration?



When cutting the cake, make sure you go at it
from above and not the side so you don’t topple
the cake. Also do not cut the top tier, cut in the
middle or bottom tier so the cake stays put!

Make sure your cake is set up somewhere that is
well lit, with a pretty background for beautiful
photos.

Stand behind the cake when you cut it so the
photos are not of the back of the cake.

Think about what you want to use to cut the cake,
and the cake stand - so it looks gorgeous and ties
in with the rest of your wedding .

Appoint one or two friends or family members to
gather everyone for your cake cutting moment.

Ask someone to set aside a cake plate for you, to
make sure YOU get to taste some cake! (Your
wedding planner will do this for you ♡)

tips for your cake
-

-

-

-

-

-
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supplier tips



your wedding dream team
Should you work only with local suppliers, or should you hire an
international vendor team for your destination wedding?

Either is great – and completely up to you! But it is definitely
worth thinking about hiring international suppliers, if they
align perfectly with your style. You should be just as head over
heels in love with your wedding as you are with each and every
vendor! Most wedding suppliers will happily travel to make
your wedding dreams come true, so don’t feel like you need to
limit yourself to hiring professionals that live locally.

When it comes to your photographer, working with someone
local does mean they might know some secret spots for photos
or that they will speak the language. On the other hand, having
someone approach a new location with fresh eyes can lead to
magical photos! What matters is choosing a photographer
whose style you love and whose photos give you all the feels.

Working with a wedding planner that knows the area, or that
is experienced with supporting couples internationally, will
give you the peace of mind of knowing that every supplier will
be managed and briefed, and that everything will come
together seamlessly and beautifully on the day. Many planners
(like Valentina!) specialise in working in new venues all over
the world, sometimes sight-unseen, and will know exactly
what problems to anticipate, how to make the most of your
team and venue, and what questions to ask.



a bit more
about us

My name is Valentina and I’m
a wedding and elopement
planner & stylist.

My specialty is partnering
with couples to bring to life
intimate weddings, heartfelt
elopements, and mindfully
designed celebrations. I’m all
about a combining adventure
with meaningful luxuries –
and creating slow living
experiences with time for the
things that really matter.

thestarsinside.com manonpauffin.com avantgardecakestudio.co.uk

I’m Sarah, professionally
trained pâtissière and cake
designer. I’m the hands and
heart giving life to cakes.

My mission is to combine a
love of fine food and fine art,
to create modern and unique
wedding cakes that are more
than just enjoyable
mouthfuls, but edible
masterpieces that you and
your guests will remember
forever.

Hi, I’m Manon - destination
wedding photographer.

I capture intimate, natural
wedding photographs filled
with emotion for couples
who follow their hearts.

Because time flies and your
love story deserves to be
captured.

http://www.thestarsinside.com/
https://manonpauffin.com/
https://avantgardecakestudio.co.uk/


Whatever your decision, and
whichever stage of planning you are
at, the most important takeaway is
that you can plan a celebration you
love, however you want and
wherever you want. No rules, no
expectations, and no limits.

If you’re planning your destination
wedding and would like any support
with your planning, photography, or
cake, we would absolutely love to hear
from you!

next steps

valentina@thestarsinside.com

hello@manonpauffin.com

sarah@tinysarahscakes.co.uk

mailto:valentina@thestarsinside.com
mailto:hello@manonpauffin.com
mailto:sarah@tinysarahscakes.co.uk


Sending you lots of love 
and positivity! 

Val, Manon, and Sarah xxx

x x


